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1. Executive Summary 

a. Brief Summary 

The Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership’s (LowCVP) “UK eBus Summit” was held on the 10th 
November 2016 in London at the DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, West End, WC1B 4BH. 

The event included a morning of presentations, including an introduction to the eLIPTIC project 
and examples of use case projects, followed by lunch and then a site visit to an electric bus 
depot - Go-Ahead London’s (Bus Operator) Waterloo depot - home to 46 BYD ADL E200 EVs 
by the end of 2016.  

The event was standalone, but did seek to cover 2 other key activities involving LowCVP and 
UK eBus stakeholders. The event was used to launch a report detailing 20 case studies of Low 
Carbon Emission Bus fleets in operation in the UK: “A Green Bus for Every Journey”. This 
report looked at the performance of Low Carbon Emission Buses (the UK’s definition for a bus 
that produces 30% less greenhouse gas emissions over the Millbrook London Bus Test cycle) 
from a bus operator’s perspective.  

The second key activity was sharing the activities of eBus fleet projects in the UK separate to 
eLIPTIC with European and UK stakeholders, detailing the variety of technologies and 
infrastructure solutions that have been used to deploy around 180 eBuses UK wide. 

The event saw a turnout of 54 delegates out of total of 75 who registered, including UK bus 
operators, national government, local authorities, bus manufacturers, technology developers 
and service providers.  

b. Keynote Speakers 

The event included a keynote speech from Mike Weston, formerly Head of Buses at Transport 
for London and currently the Chair of the LowCVP Bus Working Group.  

In the keynote speech, three key themes were covered; air quality, reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions and the use of existing infrastructure.  

Other speakers included: 

 Mark Poulton, Principal Technical Specialist – Vehicle Technology, Environment & 
Walking, Strategy & Planning, TfL Surface Transport - Transport for London. 

 Marta Woronowicz, PR Manager & Mikolaj Bartlomiejczyk, PKT Gdynia. 

 Andy Eastlake, Managing Director – Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership. 

 Mark Munday, Technical Director – First UK Bus. 
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 Colin Gerald, Engineering Manager, Bus Engineering – Transport for London.  

 Steve Cornes, Senior Project Officer – Nottingham City Council.  

 Derek McCreadie, Programme Manager, i-Travel – City of York Council. 

 Leonard Chew, Business Development Executive – Build Your Dreams.  

 Adrian Llewellyn, Business Manager – SSE Enterprise.  
 

c. Event structure  

The event was broken up into two parts. In the morning (09.00-13.00), there was a theatre 
style arrangement for delegates to watch ten presentations, in the afternoon (14.00-16.00) a 
site visit to a bus garage, twenty minutes’ drive from the venue. 

The event was listed to start at 09.00, with thirty minutes of registration time, with refreshments 
served on arrival. The morning presentations were broken up into two sections separated by 
a refreshments break. 

The keynote speech preceded an introduction to eLIPTIC and two eLIPTIC project 
introductions and progress-to-date presentations from Gdynia and Transport for London. 
LowCVP introduced the UK bus policy framework and Low Carbon Emission Bus market 
development. LowCVP then launched the “Green Bus for Every Journey” report. Following a 
short break, five examples of eBus deployment in the UK were given from York, Nottingham, 
London, Milton Keynes and BYD with SSE on the specific project in Waterloo, London.  

The morning session ended with a discussion session involving LowCVP, BYD, PKT Gdynia, 
First UK Bus, Nottingham City Council, SSE and BYD. This forty-minute session was provided 
for delegates to ask questions and discuss topics relating to eBus uptake.  

This was then followed up by lunch at the hotel and in the afternoon delegates were transported 
using an electric shuttle bus (BYD ADL E200 EV) from the hotel to the bus depot and back 
again.   

d. Event Dissemination Highlights 

 
The morning section of the event was recorded, with each presentation broken up into 
segments and made available to access for free via the LowCVP and UITP websites, hosted 
on YouTube.  
 
There were also two highlight videos, one short (circa 1 minute) and a longer one (circa 3 
minutes) with the longer one including interviews with a number of the speakers at the event.  
 
The short video gave a quick introduction to aim of the UK eBus Summit event to promote the 
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eLIPTIC project was shared 2 days after the event via social media such as twitter, with the 
aim of drawing attention to the LowCVP and eLIPTIC websites.  
 
The second video, extended in length, used footage from the event as well as using interviews 
to explain the background to eLIPTIC and explain the purpose of both the LowCVP and the 
aims of the UK eBus Summit. 
 
Both videos have included subtitles to allow silent viewing, a popular technique currently used 
on social media platforms. 
 
Each presentation was also recorded and has been uploaded to YouTube for free access to 
enable greater learning and sharing of the UK eBus Summit proceedings. Each video includes 
slide tracking so that viewers can follow the speaker with a PDF copy of the presentation which 
have been made available to all delegates after the event and publicly available for download 
form the LowCVP website.  
 
The presentation slides from the day are available free to download via the LowCVP website 
at the following URL: 
 
http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/bus-working-group/ELIPTIC-UKBusSummit.htm   
 
This webpage has been dedicated to the UK eBus Summit, as part of LowCVP’s work 
programme for 2016/17. The project has been assimilated under the Bus Working Group 
programme and features the following elements: 
 

 The logos of eLIPTIC and CIVITAS2020; these logos have been embedded with links to 
the eLIPTIC and CIVITAS 2020 websites to allow visitors to quickly and easily access 
wider information on the project. 

 An introduction video using the highlight reel from the UK eBus Summit so visitors can 
get a quick understanding to the aims and goals of the eLIPTIC project and the UK eBus 
Summit.  

 Download links for each of the presentations given on the day (except one for where the 
author did not want us to share with the wider public).  

 Contact information for the LowCVP secretariat, should visitors wish to ask specific 
questions about eLIPTIC and/or LowCVP’s role as a partner.  

 Written description of eLIPTIC’s goals and desired outcomes, along with LowCVP’s own 
expected objectives and deliverables.   

 A project timetable for the UK eBus Summit.  

 Contact details for the project lead are also made available.  
 
LowCVP are also monitoring the number of site visits to the LowCVP eLIPTIC project webpage 
with a view to understand the popularity of the page and continue to review the page for the 
duration of the project to determine if further promotion is required.  

http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/bus-working-group/ELIPTIC-UKBusSummit.htm
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LowCVP will look to redesign the dedicated eLIPTIC project page in the 2017/18 Bus Working 
Group work programme package to ensure members and UK stakeholders are kept up-to-date 
with the project’s progress and learnings and can access all the relevant outputs from the 
project as they are commissioned.  

2. Workshop Description  

a. Workshop Objective 

The primary objective of the UK eBus Summit workshop was to introduce the aims and 
progress of the eLIPTIC project to a broad range of UK based stakeholders.   

A secondary objective of the workshop was to share the progress of UK eBus projects with 
European partners and a wider UK audience. 

A tertiary objective was to facilitate networking and idea sharing between the UK and European 
delegates to accelerate the transfer of new ideas and learnings which may potentially impact 
future projects and policy, both in the UK and EU. 

b. Overview 

The workshop was held at the DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel in Holborn, London. This venue was 
chosen as it had a room suitable to hold up to 110 delegates in theatre style, room hire and 
refreshments fell within the allocated budget, the hotel has a relatively central location with 
good bus and London Underground transport links. It is also relatively close to Kings Cross St. 
Pancras International train station, a terminal for North and Eastern UK national rail 
connections and also host’s London’s Eurostar terminal.  

A central location is key in a large city as London as delegates may travel for up to 4 hours to 
London alone, so minimizing travel within the city is key to make the event accessible.  

The room was set up theatre style to accommodate 75 delegates, with refreshments made 
available at the beginning and throughout the breaks during the event.  

Delegates and speakers were given name badges which included their organisation. Each 
name badge included a LowCVP and an eLIPTIC logo. 

With 10 presentations in total, the event needed to start relatively early, at 09.30, running until 
13.00. Typically, LowCVP meetings will start at 10.00 and run till 13.00. 

Mike Weston, formerly Head of Buses at TfL, introduced the morning’s proceedings with a 5-
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minute keynote speech. In brief, there is significant political pressure to address poor air quality 
in cities, to which buses can have a significant contribution, with zero emission vehicles 
becoming increasingly looked to as the solution. Lower carbon buses and vehicles remains a 
long-term objective and despite reduced media coverage of this topic, it is still very much 
embedded within the long-term goals of transport executives, local and national government 
in the UK. The reduction of financial budgets of local authorities and transport executives 
across the board means that the efficiency of existing infrastructure assets must be maximised, 
and the eLIPTIC project will enable organisations to assess the use of their assets and identify 
additional uses of these assets.   

The first three presentations were related to the eLIPTIC project. The first gave an overview of 
eLIPTIC project structure, presented by Hendrik Koch of Bremen City Council. TfL and PKT 
Gdynia then provided background information to their participation in eLIPTIC, the aims and 
progress-to-date of their projects, and some preliminary conclusions from the project.  

Andy Eastlake, Managing Director, gave a brief introduction to LowCVP, the aims of the 
organisation, the reasons for participating in eLIPTIC. Also included was a look at LowCVP’s 
role in shaping bus policy in the UK, which has led to almost 50% of new buses bought in 2016 
to produce at least 30% less greenhouse gas emissions than equivalent Euro III diesel buses.  

The fifth presentation was given by Mark Munday of First UK Bus, and launched LowCVP’s “A 
Green Bus for Every Journey”, with each delegate receiving a copy of the report. This report 
provides the operators perspective of twenty case studies of incorporating Low Carbon 
Emission Buses into fleets in the UK over the last five years.  

Other relevant reports available to delegates included LowCVP’s “The Journey of the Green 
Bus” – A summary of the low carbon and low emission bus policy development in the UK over 
the last two decades and the current challenges facing the UK bus industry.  

The “Low Emission Bus Guide” was also available – aimed at local authorities and small bus 
operators, this guide has been created as a technology neutral assessment of the Low 
Emission Bus models available in the UK.  

All reports are available to download from LowCVP’s Low Emission Bus Portal: 
http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/initiatives/leb/Publications.htm.  

Following a brief refreshments break, Colin Gerald of TfL presented an overview to all of the 
Transport for London’s electric buses in operation and undertrial, including performance data 
from three plug-in hybrid buses using inductive charging.  

Steve Cornes of Nottingham City Council provided details of the £15m project to bring 13 BYD 
eBuses to Nottingham as well as the supporting fast charger deployment infrastructure across 

http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/initiatives/leb/Publications.htm
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the city. Nottingham now has a total of 58 electric buses in operation, one of the largest fleets 
in Europe.  

Derek McCreadie, City of York Council, presented a detailed account of the electric bus fleet 
in York and described the retrofitting of a double deck sightseeing diesel bus with an electric 
motor. York has plans to retrofit the remaining 5 diesel sightseeing buses so that the entire 
fleet is electric.  

Leonard Chew, BYD and Adrian Llewellyn, SSE, provided a comprehensive presentation on 
the challenges of converting Go-Ahead London’s (bus operator) Waterloo bus depot from 
diesel buses to support 46 BYD electric buses with 43 x 40 kW chargers and two 1MW 
transformers.  

A forty-minute discussion session was then held where 6 speakers discussed questions asked 
from the audience about the challenges and barriers to eBus uptake in cities.  

An hour was dedicated to networking over lunch which was provided by the venue. At 14.00, 
delegates were transported to the Waterloo bus depot via an electric bus designed to 
accommodate 90 passengers. At the site visit, BYD and SSE representatives provided a tour, 
describing the construction phases and providing technical details on the buses and charging 
infrastructure. Delegates were then shuttled back to the hotel and the event came to an end 
around 16.30.  

UK eBus Summit Pull-up Banner 

Two pull-up banners were designed and printed for the UK eBus Summit with a similar design 
as the pdf invitation. The theme used was adapted from LowCVP’s Low Emission Bus Guide 
design to portray the themes of electrical buses, connectivity and communication. Four icons 
were used along each ‘route’ to reflect technologies used in eBuses: batteries, hybridisation, 
plug-in charging and inductive charging. Each bus featured was an example of an electric bus 
model available for purchase in the UK: Volvo 7900 EV, BYD-ADL Enviro200 EV, Optare Versa 
EV and ADL Enviro 400 Virtual Electric.  
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Figure 1: Design used for the pull-up banners designed for the UK eBus Summit. 

The pull-up banners were positioned beside both the registration desk and the presentation 
screen (see Appendix II). Speakers stood in front of the banner for their presentations, with 
the banner providing a background for much of the video content produced (see Appendix II).  

Dedicated eLIPTIC and LowCVP pull-up banners were also on display in the presentation 
room to raise awareness and provide additional information for delegates at the event as well 
as viewers through recorded video content.  

c. Participants 

Organisations that participated to the UK eBus Summit included: 

 LowCVP (Public-Private Partnership between UK Department for Transport and UK low 
carbon vehicle industry stakeholders) 

 Scottish and Southern Electric - SSE Enterprise (Electricity Generator and Infrastructure 
Supplier)  

 Go-Ahead London (London Bus Operator) 

 Build Your Dreams – BYD (Bus Manufacturer)  

 Nottingham City Council (Local Authority)  

 City Council of York (Local Authority) 

 Transport for London (Public Transport Authority) 
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 Arriva UK (Bus Operator)  

 Greener Journeys (UK Bus Operator Partnership)  

 PKT Gdynia (Trolley Bus Operator)  

 eLIPTIC project coordinators (Bremen City Council)  
 

A list of the delegates and their representatives has been included in an excel spreadsheet 
attached to this document (in the appendix).  

d. Site Visit  

The LowCVP organised a tour of the recently converted Go-Ahead London (bus operator) 
Waterloo Depot, the details of which were covered in the final presentation by BYD (vehicle 
manufacturer) and SSE (grid connection, energy and electrical infrastructure supplier).  

Originally, it was hoped that delegates could visit TfL’s eLIPTIC demonstration site, but at the 
time of summit this was not possible. Waterloo was chosen due to its central London location 
and its relevance to eLIPTIC (all electric fleet, first of its kind in London).  

A BYD-ADL Enviro200 EV shuttle bus was organised to transport delegates to and from the 
site, one of the brand-new buses that are stored at the Waterloo Depot. The journey took 
around twenty mins from door-to-door.  

As part of the site visit, delegates were informed and shown how the various components 
necessary for EV charging were installed. The depot had previously stored 51 buses but due 
to the charging requirements only 46 buses could be kept at the depot at any one time. The 
chargers installed only numbered 43 as the large battery capacities of the BYD enables those 
on the shortest duty cycles to operate without overnight charging for at least one day.  

The site visit lasted around an hour, with delegates able to ask questions about the 
infrastructure installation, the charging infrastructure ratings and capabilities and the 
operational capabilities of the buses. A selection of pictures from the site visit are presented in 
Appendix II.  
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3. Workshop Dissemination  

a. Promotion 

LowCVP is a membership organisation consisting of vehicle manufacturers, environmental 
NGOs, Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers, fuel suppliers, fleet operators and government and public 
bodies. LowCVP was chosen as a dissemination partner for the eLIPTIC projects due to the 
nature of its industry and local government contacts and connections. As such, our main 
source of promotion of the event leading to registrations was through personal email 
invitations.  

The event was promoted in the following ways:  

 Direct email invitation 

 Eventbrite ticket registration webpage.  

 Flyer’s at the “Low Carbon Vehicle” event – LCV2016. 

 Industry events through presentations 

 LowCVP Events (website) 

 LowCVP Project Page (website)  

 Newsletter articles (two in total)   

 Mentioned in the press release for “A Green Bus for Every Journey” report.  

 
Direct invitations via email  
 
The main source of delegates for the UK eBus Summit originated from direct email invitations 
from LowCVP’s contact lists. Emails included the event agenda and links to the Eventbrite 
page for delegates to declare their interest in attendance.  

Additionally, the Urban Transport Group (UTG), a “network that promotes urban transport 
issues, policy documents, consultation responses, research papers”, also promoted the event 
through their membership network via direct email. The UTG is comprised of six passenger 
transport executives northern England, and has associate members from Scotland. Members 
include Transport for London, Transport for Greater Manchester, Transport for West Midlands, 
MerseyTravel (Liverpool area), West Yorkshire Combined Authority, South Yorkshire 
Passenger Transport Executive and the North East Combined Authority. In total the members 
represent transport networks covering the UK’s largest cities, incorporating transport for 24.9 
million people (38% of the total UK population, 46% of the urban population).  

Eventbrite  

Eventbrite (Eventbrite.com) is a popular website for event management that was chosen for 
use due to its user familiarity, simple sign up process, event reminder notifications and event 

http://www.urbantransportgroup.org/
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analysis tools. The page was setup to include the LowCVP, eLIPTIC and CVITAS2020 logos 
alongside the European Union flag as shown in the figure below. 

Figure 2: Logos of LowCVP, eLIPTIC and CIVITAS2020 displayed on the UK eBus Summit Eventbrite page where 
invitees could sign up for tickets to the event. 

The event page included a description of the event’s purpose, timings, venue location, key 
speakers and opportunities for delegates to network and visit London’s first all-electric bus 
depot. The event was not listed public ally on Eventbrite’s events listing to prevent members 
of the public to register.   

The tickets were broken down into two categories with one for the main event and an additional 
ticket for the site visit. This was to gauge exactly what transport requirements may be needed 
to ferry delegates to and from the Waterloo bus depot.  

An added benefit to Eventbrite is that visitors can view the event location directly on a map 
(google maps), giving them a quick indication as to the ease of access. Written directions to 
the venue were also provided, describing the nearest transport links with tube and national rail.    

The page is also footed with a description of LowCVP’s, including the main organisational aim 
of accelerating the shift to low carbon transport in the UK.  

In total, the event page received 328 views, with 42 impression from social media tools. The 
event was initially oversubscribed at 60 tickets, which was then extended to 75, which also 
filled up to maximum. Only 54 attendees to the main event signed up for the site visit.  

Eventbrite also provides analysis of impressions gained through sharing the event on social 
media, with resulting ticket registrations.  
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Figure 3: A breakdown of links made to the Eventbrite signup page from social media. Despite fewer 
impressions, LinkedIn resulted in more signups than Twitter.  

As the above results show, only 4/75 registrations originated from social media promotion. 
This is in line with LowCVP’s original registration strategy, which looked to invited specific 
individuals and organisations rather than a scattergun approach on social media. As described 
in later in the document, social media has been used predominantly during and after the event.  

The event page can be viewed at the following webpage: 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/lowcvp-uk-e-bus-summit-tickets-27307218626?ref=estw   

Internal Promotion  
 
Promotion of the event started around 9 months prior, with LowCVP informing members our 
Bus Working Group of our participation in the eLIPTIC project our role in promoting the project 
in the UK, including hosting a launch event.  

Events & External Presentations  
 
To the wider industry audience, the event was publicised via the “LowCVP Events” page and 
through presentations 3 months prior to the event. Most notably, the LowCVP held a “Low 
Emission Bus Showcase” at the CENEX ‘Low Carbon Vehicle event 2016’ (LCV2016), the 
largest UK event for low carbon and zero emission technologies for cars, buses, HGVs, LGVs 
and l-category vehicles. The Low Emission Bus Showcase comprised of 9 buses transporting 
over 3,000 passengers on site at the event, each bus had a particular low carbon feature, 
including flywheel and electrical hybrids, 3 fully electric buses and a range extended CNG 
electric hybrid. Each vehicle contained the flyer promoting upcoming LowCVP events, 
including the UK eBus Summit. The flyer is displayed below and attached with this document: 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/lowcvp-uk-e-bus-summit-tickets-27307218626?ref=estw
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Figure 4: the A5 flyer distributed at LCV2016 to delegates detailing the UK eBus Summit, with time and location, 

along with the LowCVP website and twitter accounts. 

LowCVP presented a summary of its activities in relation to buses at the “Low Emission Bus 
Seminar”, an hour and fifteen-minute session at the LCV2016 event covering the development 
of low carbon and low emission buses in the UK, which took place on the 15th September 
2016. The UK eBus Summit was promoted and details of how the audience (40 people) could 
attend the event and find out more about the eLIPTIC project was given.  

The UK eBus summit was also highlighted during a presentation at the Euro Bus Expo (1st - 
3rd November, NEC, Birmingham), on the 3rd November, in a LowCVP presentation titled 
“Expanding the Low Emission Bus market in the UK”, to an audience of around 30 people. The 
presentation was made following a speech made by Andrew Jones MP, the UK Transport 
Minister for Buses.  

The UK eBus Summit featured as one of our key events on our website events page listing 
three months prior to the event. Visitors were able to quickly identify the reason for the event 
in the short abstract of the event, along with the key details such as timings, date, location, 
cost (free), main contact address for the event and links to the Eventbrite page to sign up as 
displayed below. A detailed description along with links to the project page and eLIPTIC 
website were provided once a visitor had interacted with the event synopsis. This also included 
the relevant CIVITAS2020 and eLIPTIC logos.  

 

http://www.cenex-lcv.co.uk/2016/seminar-programme-lcv2016.asp
http://www.cenex-lcv.co.uk/2016/seminar-programme-lcv2016.asp
http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/events,the-lowcvp-uk-ebus-summit_3394.htm?from=list&
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Figure 5: LowCVP event list for the UK eBus Summit, with link to the sign-up page. 

Newsletter articles 

LowCVP produces a monthly newsletter which covers all of the relevant low carbon related 
stories, distributed to over 2000 subscribers via email. The newsletter is designed with short 
abstracts of news stories which then link back to LowCVP News webpages.  

A link to one of the newsletter articles titled “LowCVP to host UK eBus Summit for Horizon 
2020 project” can be found here:  

http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/news,lowcvp-to-host-uk-ebus-summit-for-horizon-2020-
project_3505.htm  

Press Release  

A specific press release was not created for the UK eBus Summit; however, it was mentioned 
in the press release for the publication of “A Green Bus for Every Journey” report which was 
launched at the event. The press release was distributed on the 9th November, 2 days prior to 
the event. 

The press release was disseminated directly by email to a wide range of industry media outlets 
who published a number of articles on websites, mentioning the UK eBus Summit and the 
eLIPTIC project. A list of these articles can be found below in section 3c.  

The event was described in the press release as follows: 

“The report is launched at today’s UK eBus Summit in London, an event organised to introduce 
the Horizon 2020 ELIPTIC (“Electrification of Public Transport in Cities”) European project.” 

http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/news,lowcvp-to-host-uk-ebus-summit-for-horizon-2020-project_3505.htm
http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/news,lowcvp-to-host-uk-ebus-summit-for-horizon-2020-project_3505.htm
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The press release can be found here: 
http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/assets/pressreleases/A%20Green%20Bus%20for%20Every%20Jo
urney%20FINAL.pdf  

b. External Media Coverage 

The UK eBus Summit was not publicised as a standalone event in the public media prior to 
the event. This decision was taken to ensure the delegation comprised of decision makers and 
relevant industry representatives. However, after the event was typically mentioned in the 
press release by articles that covered the launch publication of “A Green Bus for Every 
Journey”, which was released on the day of the event, as described previously.   

There was also a number of articles which mentioned the article in relation to the eLIPTIC 
partner meeting which took place in the three days prior to the event.   

A list of articles which mentioned the UK eBus Summit are as follows:  

 Blue and Green Tomorrow: http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/news/new-report-green-
bus-every-journey/  

 Euro Transport: http://www.eurotransportmagazine.com/21521/past-issues/issue-6-
2016/special-report-green-bus-every-journey/  

 Blue and Green Advisor: http://blueandgreenadviser.co.uk/2016/11/10/new-report-a-
green-bus-for-every-journey/  

 POLIS: http://www.polisnetwork.eu/publicnews/1271/45/ELIPTIC-consortium-meeting-
and-User-Forum-held-in-conjunction-with-the-UK-eBus-Summit-in-London  

 Business Green: http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3000158/clean-bus-
revolution-shaved-55-000-tonnes-off-greenhouse-gas-emissions-last-year  

 Horizon 2020 Projects: http://horizon2020projects.com/sc-transport/greener-buses-
tackle-uk-emissions/  

 Pan European Networks: http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/science-
technology/greener-buses-tackle-uk-emissions/  

 Public Sector Executive: http://www.publicsectorexecutive.com/Public-Sector-
News/greener-buses-expected-to-deliver-248m-social-benefit-savings-by-2020  

 Eliptic: http://www.eliptic-project.eu/news/eliptic-consortium-meeting-and-user-forum-
held-conjunction-uk-ebus-summit-london  

 
The level of external media coverage of the event directly has been relatively low. However 
internally, through our membership network and direct connections with local authority 
organisations and industry, LowCVP believes there has been a significant amount of 
awareness raised about the resources and project within the UK industry. 

To enable greater direct awareness of the project, LowCVP is also holding three ‘Low Emission 

http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/assets/pressreleases/A%20Green%20Bus%20for%20Every%20Journey%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.lowcvp.org.uk/assets/pressreleases/A%20Green%20Bus%20for%20Every%20Journey%20FINAL.pdf
http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/news/new-report-green-bus-every-journey/
http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/news/new-report-green-bus-every-journey/
http://www.eurotransportmagazine.com/21521/past-issues/issue-6-2016/special-report-green-bus-every-journey/
http://www.eurotransportmagazine.com/21521/past-issues/issue-6-2016/special-report-green-bus-every-journey/
http://blueandgreenadviser.co.uk/2016/11/10/new-report-a-green-bus-for-every-journey/
http://blueandgreenadviser.co.uk/2016/11/10/new-report-a-green-bus-for-every-journey/
http://www.polisnetwork.eu/publicnews/1271/45/ELIPTIC-consortium-meeting-and-User-Forum-held-in-conjunction-with-the-UK-eBus-Summit-in-London
http://www.polisnetwork.eu/publicnews/1271/45/ELIPTIC-consortium-meeting-and-User-Forum-held-in-conjunction-with-the-UK-eBus-Summit-in-London
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3000158/clean-bus-revolution-shaved-55-000-tonnes-off-greenhouse-gas-emissions-last-year
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3000158/clean-bus-revolution-shaved-55-000-tonnes-off-greenhouse-gas-emissions-last-year
http://horizon2020projects.com/sc-transport/greener-buses-tackle-uk-emissions/
http://horizon2020projects.com/sc-transport/greener-buses-tackle-uk-emissions/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/science-technology/greener-buses-tackle-uk-emissions/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/science-technology/greener-buses-tackle-uk-emissions/
http://www.publicsectorexecutive.com/Public-Sector-News/greener-buses-expected-to-deliver-248m-social-benefit-savings-by-2020
http://www.publicsectorexecutive.com/Public-Sector-News/greener-buses-expected-to-deliver-248m-social-benefit-savings-by-2020
http://www.eliptic-project.eu/news/eliptic-consortium-meeting-and-user-forum-held-conjunction-uk-ebus-summit-london
http://www.eliptic-project.eu/news/eliptic-consortium-meeting-and-user-forum-held-conjunction-uk-ebus-summit-london
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Bus Workshops’ that are taking place across the UK in large cities, the first being Manchester, 
with the aim of engaging with local authorities in the region on the latest developments in the 
bus market. The eLIPTIC project will be one of the topics covered in these all-day events, with 
the presentations and video content links made available to all attendees. With this we hope 
for higher levels of direct engagement with decision makers in cities to which eLIPTIC’s 
learnings will apply best.  

c. Social Media Coverage 

The main social media platform used by LowCVP to promote this event and its outputs has 
been Twitter. Direct email invitation was the main source of accepted invitations, with social 
media used to predominately promote the outputs from the event, such as presentations and 
video content. LinkedIn has (and is) also used to a lesser extent. LowCVP does not have a 
Facebook page and one has not been created for this event. 

Eventbrite, the events website, was used to host a ticket registration page which contained the 
day’s agenda and allowed invitees to sign up for the morning presentations and afternoon site 
visit. The event was listed as private and was not shared publicly on Eventbrite’s events listing 
to ensure only professionals from related industries attended the event, to ensure information 
shared was with individuals who will maximize the learnings and have the greatest impact on 
the uptake of EVs in cities.  

At the time of writing, LowCVP continues to promote the outputs from the dissemination event 
through internal and external platforms (emails, newsletters, Twitter and LinkedIn), at least 
once a week. LowCVP has also shared videos from the event with UITP who have 
disseminated the videos through their own distribution and media platforms. 

Twitter 

LowCVP uses Twitter as a way of engaging with members of the road transport industry, as 
well as engaging with the wider public who may have an interest in our activities. LowCVP staff 
also have their own twitter accounts which are typically used to promote daily professional 
activities, such as high profile meetings or events. LowCVP sees the use of Twitter as a tool 
in which to provide frequent update of work activities to both members and non-members of 
the organisation, at both an individual and organizational level, as well as staying up-to-date 
with members and the industry activities.  

Twitter allows short soundbites (a maximum of 140 characters for each post) and links to 
material hosted on the internet to be shared, potentially, with a large audience based on a 
method of sharing and ‘re-sharing’ information, media or links. This, in theory, allows a small 
network of individuals or organisations to share information which could reach thousands of 
people, who can then learn more about the desired topic. An example of a piece of shared 
information or ‘tweet’ from the UK eBus Summit is shown below. 
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Figure 6: Example of a Tweet from the author's account, informing the community of the UK eBus Summit event. 
The eLIPTIC and LowCVP organisation accounts are mentioned, along with a link to a news article about the 

event on the eLIPTIC project website. 

This ability to share information, or ‘reach’ other Twitter accounts, is typically determined by 
the number of subscribers or ‘followers’ of an account (the more followers an account has, the 
greater it’s potential reach).  

The impact of one individual tweet is then measured by how many interactions or 
‘engagements’ it has had from other accounts (e.g. through ‘likes’, ‘media engagements’, ‘link 
clicks’ etc.). ‘Retweets’ are one of the most beneficial engagements on Twitter, where one post 
is posted through another account to all of its followers, extending the initial reach of that post 
to a wider audience. The more the post is retweeted and shared, the greater the potential size 
of audience that can engage with the information described. An example of analysis of a tweet 
is shown below, taken from the tweet in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 7: Analysis of the impact of a Tweet. Impressions indicating the potential number of views of the tweet, 
with engagements describing the number of interactions defined as a click on some part of the tweet. 

At the time of writing LowCVP (@theLowCVP) has around 1,987 followers, a relatively small 
following compared to millions of followers of some organisations and individuals on Twitter. 
The eLIPTIC project account (@elipticproject) has around 210, the author’s account 
(@danhayes101) has 296. As Twitter, does not control or limit topics of conversation, not all 
followers of these accounts are from related industries, however one can block or remove 
followers they consider to be inappropriate or fake.    

Through ‘Twitter Analytics’, a summary of the impact that UK eBus Summit related tweets have 
had is described below. Related tweets include promotion of the event (pre, post and during), 
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mentions of the eLIPTIC project (website or twitter) and video content promoted from the event.  

  

Number 
of 
tweets Impressions  Engagements  Likes  

Link 
Clicks 

Media 
Engagements  

Hashtag 
Clicks  Retweets  Replies 

@danhayes101 12 2915 71 3 12 27 3 16 0 

@Andy 
Eastlake 1 784 4 1 0 2 0 3 0 

@LowCVP 5 2944 41 2 15 4   10 1 

Total  18 6643 116 6 27 33 3 29 1 
Table 1: Breakdown summary of twitter activity relating to the UK eBus Summit event. 

To date, LowCVP representatives have posted 18 UK eBus Summit related posts, gaining a 
potential audience of 6643 accounts. On average, each tweet received 6.4 engagements, with 
1.5 link clicks per tweet.  

It is difficult to assess the full extent to which Twitter posts and interaction will lead to real 
implementation of the outputs of the eLIPTIC project, but it is important to stress that 116 direct 
engagements for a media dissemination which rarely takes longer than 5 minutes to distribute, 
is a good return on person-hours incurred.  

The use of Twitter by LowCVP is very much aimed at being part of a real-time engaged 
community that shares the latest ideas and innovations to ensure robust evidence backed 
information is available to as many relevant bodies as possible. 

LinkedIn 

As with all social media platforms, LinkedIn accounts can share content such as video links 
and website links can be embedded within posts, which have no character limits, unlike twitter, 
and shared with other contacts. LinkedIn has an added benefit of being work-oriented, with 
much of the connections with other users made based on current or previous work experience. 
Arguably sharing information via LinkedIn is more likely to reach contacts that are will have 
relevant interests to an account professionally. However, it is not necessarily the case that 
users are more active on LinkedIn compared with other social media websites like Twitter and 
therefore the impact may not be as high.  

The LowCVP does not have an organisation account specifically, but does administer a closed 
group on LinkedIn called the ‘Low Carbon Vehicle Ideas Exchange’. This group is made up of 
990 members who have been accepted to the group based on their background as 
professionals in road transport or related industries.  

Through the LowCVP group and the author’s accounts the event has been promoted via the 
group 4 times and through general posts another 3 times. Unfortunately, there is no analytics 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1984305
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tool for LinkedIn “Groups” and as such there is no data for the amount of views or engagements 
with the posts displayed.  

However, through the author’s own personal LinkedIn account there has been 259 views of 
eLIPTIC related posts, including 5 likes.  

Examples of LinkedIn posts are depicted below:  

 

Figure 8: Promotion of the launch event on LowCVP's group on LinkedIn. 

 

Figure 9: Example of LinkedIn Post in LowCVP group ‘Low Carbon Vehicle Ideas Exchange’. 

YouTube 
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YouTube is used by LowCVP to host video content from our events. LowCVP has its own 
‘channel’, where users can subscribe and receive notifications when new content is added. 
LowCVP currently has 32 subscribers to our channel. 

In total 11 videos were produced from the UK eBus Summit. This included a short highlight 
reel, an extended highlight reel with interviews from 3 key speakers and 9 presentations 
videos. A “UK eBus Summit, 10th November, London” playlist has been created which 
compiles all these videos so that viewers of one video can easily find other videos from the 
event.  

The YouTube playlist of video content can be found at the following 
address:https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35  

The highlight videos have also been hosted on the UITP YouTube Channel. At the time of 
writing, 55 days after the event, a total of 187 views of video content has been logged, 
averaging of 2 views of eLIPTIC content per day.  

  Short Highlights 

Extended 

Highlights Presentations 

 

Total 

LowCVP channel (32 subscribers) 74 17 39 
130 

UITP channel (257 subscribers)  18 39 n/a 57 

Table 2: Views of UK eBus Summit video content on LowCVP and UITP channels on YouTube. 

LowCVP will continue to promote the outputs of the event via social media for the duration of 
the eLIPTIC project and will look to encourage debate around the challenges and benefits and 
of eBuses integration into our cities.   

LowCVP will liaise with UK eBus Summit partners to further promote the outputs through 
websites and other social media accounts, as well as liaising with UITP and eLIPTIC 
administrations to identify other promotional mediums to further raise awareness of the 
eLIPTIC project.  

d. Outside scope 

There are a number of additional statistics that may be useful to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of social media in promoting this event. This include traffic that has been directed to the eliptic-
project.eu website via the LowCVP website or mentions in posts on social media platforms.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
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4. Conclusions  

The UK eBus Summit took place on the 10th November 2016 at the DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel 
in London with 54 delegates in attendance with 10 organisations represented in presentations 
with lunch and refreshments provided. A visit to the Go-Ahead London’s Waterloo bus garage 
went ahead with an electric shuttle bus transporting delegates to and from the site.  

Three presentations were directly related to the eLIPTIC project, one presenting an overview 
of the project and two on specific project partners demonstration projects. Five presentations 
were given on UK eBus projects covering topics such as retrofit, fast and rapid charging, 
inductive or wireless charging, park and ride and infrastructure support and installation.  

A forty-minute discussion session with six speakers facilitated discussion of topics such as 
standardisation of charging infrastructure, grant support for buses, solutions for hilly 
topography and more.   

Presentations were recorded using video capture technology and later disseminated online via 
the LowCVP website and social media tools. PDF copies of the presentations have been made 
available to download from the LowCVP eLIPTIC project page.  

With 328 visits to the ticket registration page, 75 registrations made to an event originally 
designed to accommodate 60, and 46 different road transport organisations in attendance, the 
promotion of the event has been deemed to be successful.  

LowCVP will continue to use the content generated from the UK eBus Summit alongside future 
outputs from the eLIPTIC work packages for the duration of the project and beyond.  
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5. Annex I: Workshop Agenda 

 

ELIPTIC UK eBus Summit 
 

 9:00 – 14.00, 10th November 2016 
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel - West End - 92 Southampton Row, London, WC1B 

4BH 
 

AGENDA  

  Item Speaker  

9.00 
 
9:30 

 
 
1. 

Registration  
 
Welcome  

 
 
Mike Weston, Chair of LowCVP Bus Working Group  

 

9:35 

9:45 

10:00 

2. 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

ELIPTIC  

Introduction to ELIPTIC  

London Underground  

Gdynia (PL): Range Extended Trolley Bus 

 

Hendrik Koch, Bremen City Council  

Mark Poulton, TfL 

Marta Woronowicz, PKT Gdynia 

 3. Overview of UK Policy Framework and Market   

10.15 
 
10.30 

3.1 
 
3.2 

UK Policy Framework & Market Development  
 
A Green Bus for Every Journey Launch 

Andy Eastlake, LowCVP  
 
Mark Munday, First Group 

   Short Break: Tea & Coffee   

 
11.05 
11.20 
11.35 
11.50 
12.05 

4. 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5   

Electric Buses in the UK  
Electric Buses in London 
Fast Charging in Nottingham  
Inductive Charging in Milton Keynes 
Retrofit and eBus integration in York 
Challenges to eBus infrastructure support at 
the Waterloo eBus depot 

 
Colin Gerald, TfL  
Steve Cornes, Nottingham City Council  
Kieran Lawson, Arriva  
Derek McCreadie, York City Council  
Leonard Chew, BYD/ Adrian Llewellyn, SSE  

 
 
12.20 
 

5.       
 
5.1 
 

Discussion Session  
 
Challenges and opportunities of eBuses and 
integrating solutions in cities  

 
 
Andy Eastlake, Steve Cornes, Mark Poulton, Marta 
Woronowicz, Leonard Chew, Adrian Llewellyn  
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13:00 6. Closing Remarks  Andy Eastlake (LowCVP)  

13:05  Lunch and Networking     

      

14:00       7. London ELIPTIC site visit   Tour of Go-Ahead Group Waterloo bus depot hosting 
46 BYD ADL Envrio200 EVs.   

 
See attached PDF of digital invitation sent out to prospective delegates.  
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Annex II: Workshop Media: Pictures & Video 

a. Photos 

 
Figure 10: Pull-up banners for UK eBus Summit - LowCVP and eLIPTIC dedicated alongside 
a specially created UK eBus Summit pull up. 
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Figure 11: A selection of relevant LowCVP reports relating to eBuses available for delegates, 
including "The Low Emission Bus Guide”, “A Green Bus for Every Journey" and "The Journey 
of the Green Bus".  
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Figure 12: Mike Weston delivering the keynote speech to introduce the UK eBus Summit and 
start the day’s proceedings.  
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Figure 13: Speakers and Delegates to the UK eBus Summit. The delegates included UK bus 
operators, local authorities, technology and service providers, and national government 
officials. 
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Figure 14: eLIPTIC project partner TfL describing their role in the project and the potential of 
the London Underground to act as power source for electric buses and taxis. 
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Figure 15: Mark Munday launching "A Green Bus for Every Journey" which details 20 case 
studies of Low Carbon Emission Bus fleets in operation around the UK.  
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Figure 16: Colin Gerald of TfL detailing the wide variety of electric bus trails in London. 
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Figure 17: Q& A session with a selection of speakers and eLIPTIC partners at the end of the 
morning session. From left to right LowCVP, PKT Gdynia, Nottingham City Council, PKT 
Gdynia, First UK Bus, SSE, BYD 
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Figure 18: Site Visit - The group of delegates at the Go-Ahead London Waterloo Bus depot in 
London. The depot has been converted to accommodate 46 pure electric BYDs with two 1 MW 
transformers on site. These 46 buses are part of the 51 fleet that run on two services in central 
London, part of TfL’s commitment of 300 zero emissions buses by 2030 (9,000 buses in total 
fleet). 

b. Video  

Please follow the links to the following recordings of the workshop’s highlights and 
presentations: 
 

 Short Highlight video. “The UK eBus Summit: Introduction to eLIPTIC” video was 
released 2 days after the event via LowCVP’s YouTube and website, attached to 
LowCVP’s newsletter article and twitter account, a number of the speaker’s twitter 
accounts and the eLIPTIC YouTube channel and twitter account. It is around 1:15 long 
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and isn’t of the highest quality (due to long processing time required) as the main aim of 
the video was to remind delegates of the day, and give delegates who did not visit a 
flavour of the proceedings. 
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEVxN4DIcdY&list=PLC1Au7sC8bbEh1AdP_

76sqS2C-z2jGXvW  

 Extended Highlights Video with Interviews. “UK eBus Summit 2016: Introduction to 
Eliptic with Interviews”. A second longer highlights video was produced and shared 
through the same social media and online resources. This video included interviews with 
LowCVP, BYD and First UK Bus to give an insight into the summit’s proceedings and 
what the main ‘takeaways’ from the day were.  
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXI2psZgcz4  

 
 

 
Figure 19: Introduction to eLIPTIC video featured on the LowCVP website homepage 
(lowcvp.org.uk) 

 Presentation videos (in order of presentation): All videos were compiled into a YouTube 
“playlist”, so visitors can easily find all the presentations that happened on the day:  
o https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy3

5  

 Introduction to the eLIPTIC project – Hendrik Koch, Bremen City Council. Hendrik 
provided an overview of the eLIPTIC project including budget, location of demonstration 
projects, partners, twinning cities and the aims and goals of use cases.  
o https://youtu.be/5ZL47uA3MGE?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35  

 London Underground: Opportunities for bus electrification – Mark Poulton, TfL. 
Mark described TfL’s activities within the eLIPTIC project as a feasibility study to identify 
potential locations for EV charging using the private London Underground electrical 
network. A demonstration project using a bus depot and a London Underground tube 
had not yet been completed, though use of a substation to capture breaking energy from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEVxN4DIcdY&list=PLC1Au7sC8bbEh1AdP_76sqS2C-z2jGXvW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEVxN4DIcdY&list=PLC1Au7sC8bbEh1AdP_76sqS2C-z2jGXvW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXI2psZgcz4
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/5ZL47uA3MGE?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
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trains on the Tube had been showing significant energy savings that could provide a 
reduction in energy demand for any supporting role the London Underground network 
may have in the future.  
o https://youtu.be/pyVmuEJuuKw  

 Range Extended Trolley Buses in Gdynia – Marta Woronowicz & Mikolaj 
Bartlomiejczyk, PKT Gdynia. Marta and Mikolaj presented on the background to PKT 
Gdynia’s history as a trolley bus operator, their involvement in the CIVITAS DYNAMO 
project which led to their involvement in the eLIPTIC project. Details were provided on 
the buses used in the project, some preliminary findings were presented, and details of 
a supercapacitor substation used to capture energy on the trolley bus network were 
given. 
o https://youtu.be/oQmkmVydHqU?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy3

5  

 UK Bus Policy Framework and Market Development - Andy Eastlake, Low Carbon 
Vehicle Partnership. Andy presented a short background to LowCVP as a membership 
organisation tasked with accelerating the shift to low carbon transport in the UK and its 
modus operandi. A description of LowCVP’s work and contribution towards shaping the 
low carbon and low emission bus policy in the UK was given and how this market has 
developed over the last 20 years.  
o https://youtu.be/tUT94t_m7eU?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35  

 A Green Bus for Every Journey - Mark Munday, First UK Bus. Mark launched the 
LowCVP report in partnership with Greener Journeys titled “A Green Bus for Every 
Journey”. The report contains 20 case studies of the challenges and benefits of ‘Low 
Carbon Emission Bus’s (LCEB) fleets in operation in the UK. All members of the 
audience were given a copy and a press release was issued detailing the eLIPTIC event. 
o https://youtu.be/LETZDPWeTKc?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy3

5  

 Electric Bus Trials in London - Colin Gerald, Transport for London. Colin provided 
an overview of electric bus trails in London under TfL’s supervision and gave details on 
the performance of these buses as well as a number of plug-in hybrid vehicles that are 
being trialled with inductive charging. 
o https://youtu.be/OJXecZ9QDww?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy3

5  

 Fast Charging in Nottingham - Steve Cornes, Nottingham City Council. Steve gave 
details of the £15m project to bring 13 BYD eBuses to Nottingham as well as the 
supporting fast charging infrastructure. Nottingham now has a total of 58 electric buses 
in operation, one of the largest fleets in Europe.  
o https://youtu.be/Vb8MedtScTs?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35   

 York Park and Ride and Retrofit eBuses - Derek McCreadie, City of York Council. 
Derek McCreadie gave a detailed account of the electric bus fleet in York and described 
the retrofitting of a double deck sightseeing diesel bus with an electric motor (first in the 
world!). York has plans to retrofit the remaining 5 diesel sightseeing buses so that the 
entire fleet is electric.  

https://youtu.be/pyVmuEJuuKw
https://youtu.be/oQmkmVydHqU?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/oQmkmVydHqU?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/tUT94t_m7eU?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/LETZDPWeTKc?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/LETZDPWeTKc?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/OJXecZ9QDww?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/OJXecZ9QDww?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/Vb8MedtScTs?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
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D6.11 Thematic Workshop A 
 
 

o https://youtu.be/jJzKpNS7mCs?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35  

 Challenges of Charging Infrastructure at Waterloo Bus Depot - Leonard Chew, 
Build Your Dreams & Adrian Llewellyn, SSE Enterprise. Leonard and Adrian 
provided a comprehensive presentation on the challenges of converting Go-Ahead 
London’s (bus operator) Waterloo bus depot from diesel buses to support 46 BYD 
electric buses with 43 x 40 kW chargers and two 1MW transformers.    
o https://youtu.be/78gsuzVCSGc?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35  

 
 
 

END 

https://youtu.be/jJzKpNS7mCs?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35
https://youtu.be/78gsuzVCSGc?list=PL6mURMzr05jz8fmB1_Dl1gy3KAqOPwy35

